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Effective t-J model Hamiltonian parameters of monolayered cuprate superconductors
from ab initio electronic structure calculations
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The magnetic coupling constant of selected cuprate superconductor parent compounds has been determined
by means of embedded cluster model and periodic calculations carried out at the same level of theory. The
agreement between both approaches validates the cluster model. This model is subsequently employed in
state-of-the-art configuration interaction calculations aimed to obtain accurate values of the magnetic coupling
constant and hopping integral for a series of superconducting cuprates. Likewise, a systematic study of the
performance of differentab initio explicitly correlated wave function methods and of several density functional
approaches is presented. The accurate determination of the parameters of thet-J Hamiltonian has several
consequences. First, it suggests that the appearance of high-Tc superconductivity in existing monolayered
cuprates occurs withJ/t in the 0.20–0.35 regime. Second,J/t50.20 is predicted to be the threshold for the
existence of superconductivity and, third, a simple and accurate relationship between the critical temperatures
at optimum doping and these parameters is found. However, this quantitative electronic structure versusTc

relationship is only found when bothJ and t are obtained at the most accurate level of theory.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.224521 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Jb, 74.25.Ha, 74.72.2h, 75.30.Et
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of superconductivity at 42 K in the dop
La2CuO4 ceramic compound1 has dramatically changed th
picture of this important and fascinating phenomenon fi
encountered in 1911 in some pure metals2 and, later, in many
alloys. In fact, the elegant theory of superconductivity dev
oped by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer3 ~BCS! does not
apply to doped La2CuO4.4 In addition, La2CuO4 was just the
first of a new family of superconductors generally termed
high-critical-temperature superconducting cupra
~HTSC’s!, because the phase transition to superconducti
appears at critical temperatures,Tc, much higher than those
of metals and alloys.4 For a few years the maximum value o
Tc has been increasing to reach 133 K for the Hg-ba
cuprates such as doped HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8.5 It must be no-
ticed that this value ofTc corresponds to measurements c
ried out at ambient pressure;Tc reaches a value of 164 K
under 31 GPa.6,7 Unfortunately, no new cuprates with highe
Tc values have been yet synthesized and unraveling
mechanisms that govern high-Tc superconductivity appear
to be necessary to design new families of HTSC’s with ev
higherTc values.4,8,9 Other superconducting materials with
out the typical copper-oxide planes have also been descr
in the past ten years. We mentionTc533 K in electron-
doped CsxRbyC60,10 Tc530 K in Ba1-xKxBiO3,11 and Tc
539 K in the recently discovered MgB2.12 However, these
materials exhibit maximumTc values substantially lowe
that those encountered in a large variety of HTSC’s a
more importantly, some of them seem to behave accordin
the BCS theory.13,14

All known HTSC’s exhibit a layered crystal structure wi
well-defined Cu-O planes, strong magnetic interactions,
a rich phase diagram that depends on doping and on
temperature; a certain degree of doping is necessary to
0163-1829/2002/65~22!/224521~14!/$20.00 65 2245
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ger the appearance of the superconducting phase. Neve
less, doping leads to a rather small change in the struc
and other related properties of the parent, undoped, c
pound, and hence superconductor parent compounds
been used to understand the nature of the supercondu
phase. The failure of the phonon-mediated BCS pair
mechanism to account for the superconductivity of these
terials prompted a parallel research effort from the theor
cal side. Many theoretical studies have been reported
aimed to disclose the fundamental microscopic interacti
governing the pairing mechanism in high-Tc superconduct-
ors. Attempts to rationalize the electronic structure
HTSC’s by means of the well-known local density appro
mation ~LDA ! of density functional theory~DFT! were un-
successful because the LDA incorrectly describes these c
pounds as metals.15 To remedy this deficiency of the LDA
ad hoccorrections were developed; LDA1SIC ~Refs. 16–
18! attempts to correct the self-interaction repulsion~SIC!
intrinsic to the LDA, whereas LDA1U ~Refs. 19–21! intro-
duces explicitly the on-site Coulomb repulsion termU as an
empirical fitting parameter. An alternative approach to t
electronic structure of the HTSC’s is based on the use
model Hamiltonians that aim to reduce complexity of t
exact nonrelativistic Hamiltonian and to incorporate the
sential physics into a few parameters. All HTSC’s are ve
ionic compounds in which the Cu cations have essentiallyd9

character with one unpaired spin per Cu site mainly loca
in the Cu 3dx22y2 orbital that lies mostly within the Cu-O
~XY! plane. However, this orbital is also strongly mixed wi
the O 2px and 2py , and hence it was soon realized that
one-band model based solely in the Cu 3dx22y2 orbitals was
inadequate. Therefore, the initial attempts to relate electro
structure and superconductivity by means of model Ham
tonian approaches were based on the three-band Hub
model proposed by Emery.22,23 Unfortunately, the number o
©2002 The American Physical Society21-1
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parameters entering the three-band model seems to be
large and a large amount of work was devoted to the red
tion to a one-band model. Zhang and Rice24 proposed a
model Hamiltonian that simultaneously takes into acco
the magnetic interactions and the presence of holes in
antiferromagnetic Cu-O planes. This model Hamiltonian i
simplification of the three-band Hubbard model Hamiltoni
of Emery22 that implicitly includes the O(p)-Cu(d) hybrid-
ization and recovers the initial effective one-band descript
proposed earlier by Anderson.25 This model Hamiltonian is
usually written as

H5J(̂
i j &

S SiSj2
1

4
ninj D

2t (
^ i j &s

@cis
† ~12ni 2s!~12nj 2s!cj s1H.c.#, ~1!

where the parameterst and J correspond to the effective
hopping integral and the magnetic coupling constant betw
unpaired electrons in thei andj nearest-neighbor copper ce
ters, respectively. In this expression,J.0 stands for antifer-
romagnetic interactions.

The simple one-bandt-J model Hamiltonian is thought to
capture the essential physics of the phenomenon. Mo
Hamiltonian calculations for a set of parameters describin
realistic regime support this point of view,8 although a recen
study of La2CuO4 suggests that some additional terms n
included in thet-J Hamiltonian are also relevant.26 Extended
t-J Hamiltonians have also been invoked to explain meta
stripe formation.27–29In any case, there are many indicatio
that thet-J Hamiltonian largely contains the dominant inte
actions governing the low-lying states of the doped and
doped compounds. For instance, it is rather well accep
that the magnetic interactions play a fundamental role in
pairing mechanism and, hence, in the microscopic desc
tion of superconductivity in these cuprates.30–34Recently, the
importance of magnetic interactions in determining the cr
cal temperature has been stressed by the model Hamilto
calculations of Boninsegni and Manousakis,35 Scalapino and
White,36 and by the accurate first-principles calculations
Muñoz, Illas, and Moreira.37 All these works suggest a direc
relationship between the magnitude of the antiferromagn
coupling and the value of the critical temperature at optim
doping. On the other hand, Scalapino and White36 have
shown that forJ/t;0.35 hole pairing lowers the total energ
thus providing theoretical support for a pairing mechani
of high-Tc superconductivity based on thet-J model
Hamiltonian.33 Also, the numerical calculations of Bonin
segni and Manousakis for finite two-dimensional lattic
show thatJ/t;0.27 is a lower limit for hole-pair formation
It is worth mentioning that several authors already ant
pated the possibility of predicting superconductivity in t
t-J model for a realistic regime of the relevant parameter38

The weak point of the model Hamiltonian-based calcu
tions is that they are constrained to use values sugge
either by experiment, intuition, or trial-and-error procedur
In fact, accurate experimental values ofJ are available for a
small number of superconductor parent compounds only
22452
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addition, there is no simple direct way to measure the h
ping integral, whose value is inferred by fitting a model
experimental data. For the prototypical La2CuO4 parent
compound,J varies between 128 and 134 meV depending
the experimental technique and a value oft;0.55 eV, is
generally accepted for doped La2CuO4,39 thus leading to
J/t;0.24. This ratio is not too far from the 0.35 value a
sumed by Scalapino and White,36 but it is somehow lower
than the lower limit for the existence of hole-pairing su
gested by Boninsegni and Manousakis.35 The lack of reliable
values for thet and J parameters limits the applicability o
the t-J model Hamiltonian and of its predictions which ne
essarily show a strong dependence on the set of param
adopted.

Recently, it has been shown thatJ is a local property that
can be predicted fromab initio calculations on embedde
clusters that model the materials of interest.40 Moreover, the
ab initio computation ofJ for a rather large series of supe
conductor parent compounds has permitted one to esta
that, as a general rule, the critical temperature increases
J.37 The existence of such a trend suggests a possible co
lation between the critical temperature and the microsco
parameters. Nevertheless, one must realize that a prope
lationship must include the effect of doping the material
necessary condition for the existence of superconductiv
Introducing holes in the embedded clusters used to repre
the materials of interest permits to simulate the doping a
provides a way to estimate the hopping integral using
same methodology that proved to be highly reliable for m
netic coupling. This strategy was initially used to deriveab
initio t-J parameters for La2CuO4 ~Ref. 39! and has been
recently extended to obtain a complete set oft-J parameters
for a broad class of superconducting cuprates that have
common feature of exhibiting a crystal structure with we
separated Cu-O planes. From this study a clear-cut relat
ship betweenTc andJ/t has been obtained.41 In the present
work we further investigate the correctness of the abo
commented relationship betweenTc and the calculated val
ues ofJ/t by exploring the adequacy of the different mode
and computational methods to predict electronic-structu
derived parameters of the HTSC’s.

II. PERIODIC AND EMBEDDED CLUSTER MODELS
FOR MONOLAYERED CUPRATES

The main goals of this paper are to investigate the dep
dence of the effectivet andJ parameters of a representativ
set of HTSC’s on the model and the computational meth
used to extract these parameters and to explore the reliab
of the relationship between these parameters and the ex
mentalTc values recently reported.41 To this end the list of
compounds studied in this work is the same previously st
ied in Ref. 41 and includes Bi2Sr2CuO6, Nd2CuO4,
Ca2CuO2Cl2 , La2CuO4, TlBa2CuO5, Sr2CuO2F2 ,
HgBa2CuO4, and Tl2Ba2CuO6. This list of HTSC’s expands
a wide range of critical temperatures~at optimum doping!
with values of Tc510 K for Bi2Sr2CuO6 ~Ref. 42!; Tc
524 K for Nd2CuO4 ~Ref. 43!; Tc528 K for Ca2CuO2Cl2
~Ref. 44!; Tc542 K for La2CuO4 ~Ref. 45!; Tc545 K for
TlBa2CuO5 ~Ref. 46!; Tc546 K for Sr2CuO2F2 ~Ref. 47!;
1-2
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EFFECTIVE t-J MODEL HAMILTONIAN PARAMETERS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 224521
Tc594 K for HgBa2CuO4 ~Ref. 48!; and, finally,Tc597 K
for Tl2Ba2CuO6 ~Ref. 49!.

For each one of the HTSC compounds described ab
periodic and embedded cluster models have been
structed. In all cases the experimental structure@Bi2Sr2CuO6

~Ref. 50!, Nd2CuO4 ~Ref. 51!, Ca2CuO2Cl2 ~Ref. 44!,
La2CuO4 ~Ref. 52!, TlBa2CuO5 ~Ref. 53!, Sr2CuO2F2 ~Ref.
47!, HgBa2CuO4 ~Ref. 48!, and Tl2Ba2CuO6 ~Ref. 50!# has
been used to build the different models, this is the only
rameter external to theory used in the present study. For
periodic calculations two different unit cells have been us
These are the structural unit cell determined experiment
and the double of the conventional unit cell commonly us
to represent the antiferromagnetic spin state.54–58An embed-
ded cluster model similar to those used in previo
studies37–41,59–68 has been used to represent each one
these HTCS compounds. The cluster model has three w
separated regions; the first two regions are treated quan
mechanically, whereas the third region is treated in a cla
cal way. The first quantum region contains two Cu sites a
the surrounding O atoms in the basal plane: the electr
~valence or all depending on the level of theory! in this quan-
tum region are explicitly taken into account in the clus
wave function or in the cluster electronic density. The cho
of a planar quantum region is justified from previous wo
on La2CuO4, which shows that apical oxygens have a ne
ligible effect on the magnetic coupling constants.63 The
Cu2O7 region of the cluster model is surrounded by total i
potentials~TIP!,69 representing the oxygen nearest-neighb
cations and by an array of point charges. The TIP’s
simple pseudopotentials with a net charge and no electr
they constitute a bridge between the quantum-mechan
and the classical regions and include exclusion effects wh
prevent an artificial polarization of the anion electronic de
sity towards the next-neighbor positive point charges.70 Fi-
nally, the array of point charges accounts for the Madelu
potential of these ionic systems. Figure 1 provides a rep
sentative scheme for HgBa2CuO4. The value of the point
charges is chosen according to a fully ionic picture of th
compounds. However, fractional charges chosen accordin
the Evjen’s method71 are used for the ions in the cluster ed
to guarantee the convergence of the truncated Made
summation.72 In principle, one may claim that the choice o
the point charges constitutes an external input to the the
However, model calculations with scaled point charges h
shown that the influence of the Madelung potential on
magnetic coupling constant is relatively small.64 For the hop-
ping parameter there is no previous experience, but the
no reason to expect any different behavior. This is beca
the main effect of the Madelung field is to shift the on
electron levels in a given direction. The fundamental diff
ence between the distinct clusters lies in the geometr
structure and the composition of the material provided by
embedding potential, but all clusters have the same num
of electrons, which for the undoped systems corresponds
formal of 210e, although the overall model—cluste
1embedding—is always neutral.
22452
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the embedded Cu2O7 clus-
ter model used to represent HgBa2CuO4 . The leftmost figure in-
cludes the atoms whose electrons are treated explicitly in
quantum-mechanical calculations, the figure in the center inclu
the atoms represented as total ion potentials, and the rightmos
ure includes a subset of point charges used to include the Made
potential effects.
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III. EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS
AND TOTAL ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS

The computation of the nearest-neighbor magnetic c
pling constantJ is based on the existing mapping betwe
the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the Heisenberg Ha
tonian

H5(̂
i j &

Ji j SiSj5J(̂
i j &

SiSj ~2!

and those of the exact nonrelativistic Hamiltonian. In t
summation of Eq.~2! it has been explicitly assumed th
there is only one relevant magnetic coupling and that is id
tical for all nearest-neighbor centers and thatJ.0 corre-
sponds to an antiferromagnetic interaction.@Notice that most
often Eq. ~2! bears a negative sign and antiferromagne
interactions correspond toJ,0; the convention here is jus
the opposite to permit handling thet-J and Heisenberg
Hamiltonians simultaneously.# For a system with two mag
netic centers with spins with total spin quantum numberSi
51/2, it is easy to show that the magnetic coupling const
is simply the energy difference between the singlet and t
let spin states that can be constructed by coupling the dou
spin states of each site:60,65

E~S!2E~T!52J. ~3!

However, in the periodic approach the constraint to us
single Slater determinant does not permit to obtain pure s
functions. In this case one needs to rely on the ferromagn
~F! and antiferromagnetic~AF! states, which can be repre
sented by a single Slater determinant, and use the fact
the F and AF states are eigenfunctions of the Ising Ham
tonian

H5(̂
i j &

Ji j SziSz j5J(̂
i j &

SziSz j . ~4!

None of the F and AF states are pure spin states, but
easy to show thatJ can be obtained from the energy of the
states. This strategy can also be used in the cluster m
approach and requires the use of a broken symmetry
proach. This has been suggested earlier by Noodle
et al.73–75in the framework of the self-consistent field~SCF!
Xa method and by Yamaguchi and co-workers76,77 for the
Hartree-Fock methods; for more details, see Refs. 65
78–81. For a cluster model with two magnetic centers w
total spin S51/2, J is simply twice the energy differenc
corresponding to the F and AF states:

E~AF!2E~F!52J/2. ~5!

For a periodic system one can make use of the fact that
Ising Hamiltonian contains scalar operators only and, hen
the magnetic interactions are additive. In this caseJ is easily
obtained from

E~AF!2E~F!52NzJuSzu2, ~6!
22452
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whereN is the number of magnetic centers on the cell,z is
the number of nearest-neighbor magnetic centers of a g
magnetic center, andSz is thez component of total spin pe
center.54,55,82,83

In the t-j Hamiltonian, the hopping integralt is meaning-
ful only for the doped system. Then,t is defined as the en
ergy to move an electron~or a hole! from a Cu site to its
nearest-neighbor hole~or electron!. The fact that to obtain
the hopping integral one needs to consider a doped sys
makes it difficult to use any periodic approach because
ceedingly large supercells will be required to simulate
moderate doping. The hopping integralt can be estimated
using a cluster model with two Cu centers and one ho39

plus the usual two-state framework.84 For a system with two
magnetic centers defined as left and right, the hopping in
gral represents the electronic coupling between the diab
states corresponding to those having the hole localized
one magnetic site~i.e., right or left!. This is nothing else than
the off-diagonal element of the matrix representation of
Hamiltonian in the basis of these two configurations; t
matrix element is twice the hopping integral. Alternative
one can use a delocalized orbital basis. The ‘‘left’’ a
‘‘right’’ correspond to a localized description where th
open-shell orbital is either on one site or on the other site
the cluster model. These two orbitals can be mixed in a p
tive ~bonding! and a negative~antibonding! combination:
this is a unitary transformation. Assuming that the diaba
states are orthogonal,t is given simply by half the energy
difference between the two low-lying adiabatic electron
states in the delocalized basis.85 In the particular case that th
system has at least a symmetry inversion center the two
ferent combinations will have different irreducible represe
tationsg and u and the corresponding electronic states w
also have different symmetry. This fact can be exploited
computet using DF techniques.86 In these cases one simpl
has

E~g!2E~u!522t. ~7!

Since the need to consider a moderate doping preclu
the use of a periodic approach, the comparison of results
the magnetic coupling obtained with the cluster and with
periodic approach is strictly necessary to validate the clu
model that is used to compute the hopping integral. Res
in Sec. V will convince the reader that the cluster mod
provides an adequate representation of these systems.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK

Cluster and periodic calculations have been carried ou
the framework of the linear combination of atomic orbita
~LCAO! expansion of the one-electron basis functions. T
basis sets described below have been used to obtain th
ergies necessary to computeJ and t using Eqs.~3!, ~5!, ~6!,
and ~7!. For the cluster model we have used a number
methods which range from Hartree-Fock to accurate confi
ration interaction and including several DFT approaches. T
different methods can be divided in two main families d
pending on whether spin eigenfunctions or broken symme
solutions are considered.
1-4
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EFFECTIVE t-J MODEL HAMILTONIAN PARAMETERS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 224521
A. Basis sets

The one-electron basis functions—molecular orbitals
Bloch functions—are obtained by a suitable variational p
cedure and subsequently used to construct the Slater d
minant~s! used in the different computational methods d
scribed below. The atomic orbitals, i.e., the localized ba
functions, are linear combinations of contracted Gauss
type orbitals~GTO! centered on the cluster or unit cell a
oms. For the HTSC cluster models two series of cluster
culations have been carried out using appropri
configuration interaction~CI! wave functions, whereas
third series has been carried out using the broken symm
approach and either unrestricted Hartree-Fock or DF ca
lations within several exchange-correlation functionals.
the first series of CI cluster model calculations, all electro
of the Cu2O7 cluster are explicitly considered. These ha
been described by means of the general atomic natura
bital ~ANO! contraction scheme of Widmarket al.87 espe-
cially designed to provide a compact representation of
atomic orbitals and aimed to give an optimal description
electronic correlation effects. For the Cu cluster atoms
use the@5s,4p,3d# contraction of the (17s,12p,9d) primitive
set, for O bridging the two Cu cations the ANO basis se
the @4s,3p,1d# contraction of the (10s,6p,3d), and the six
remaining surrounding oxygen atoms are described b
@3s,2p# contraction of the same primitive set. Primitive se
and corresponding general contraction coefficients have b
taken from Pierlootet al.88 In this series of calculations th
total number of basis functions is 130; there are 124 e
trons distributed among 61 doubly occupied orbitals and
open-shell~active! orbitals. The 14 electrons from the 1s
oxygen orbitals and the 10@Ne#-core electrons of each C
have not been included in the correlated calculations. Th
fore, this series of CI calculations explicitly includes 90 ele
trons and 119 orbitals. The second series of CI calculati
has been carried out using appropriate pseudopotentia
represent the core electrons of some of the cluster ato
Hereafter, this will be referred to as the RECP basis; thus
relativistic effective core potentials~RECP’s! of Hay and
Wadt89 were used to represent the 1s22s22p6 core electrons
of the Cu atoms and the Durand-Barthelat pseudopotentia90

to represent the 1s2 cores of the outermost cluster oxyge
atoms. The corresponding GTO basis sets for Cu is an
segmented@4s,3p,3d# contraction of the (5s,5p,5d) primi-
tive set89, a @2s,2p# contraction of the (6s,6p) primitive
used in previous works63,91 was used for the cluster edg
oxygen atoms, and an all-electron@4s,3p,1d# contraction of
the (9s,5p) primitive set used by Broughton and Bagus92

extended by a singled function.63 Therefore, this second
series of CI calculations involves a total number of 122 ba
functions; there are 92 electrons which are distributed am
45 doubly occupied orbitals and two open-shell~active! or-
bitals. In this series the 92 electrons and 122 orbitals h
been included in the correlated calculations. Notice that w
these basis sets and explicitly correlated electrons the
corresponding CI expansions are perfectly comparable.
cluster model broken symmetry calculations have been
ried out using the same standard all electron GTO basis u
22452
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in previous works,79 which are 6-31111g for Cu and
6-31g* for the O atoms. The use of different basis sets p
mits to check the consistency of the results obtained for
t-J effective parameters and to define error bars for the co
puted quantities. Depending on the case and on the avail
ity Hay and Wadt89 or Durand and Barthelat90 pseudopoten-
tials have been used to describe the different cations tha
represented as TIP’s.

Finally, the periodic broken symmetry calculations ha
been carried out for a limited number of compounds due
technical limitations. Those are La2CuO4, Nd2CuO4,
Ca2CuO2Cl2 , and Sr2CuO2F2 . The nonsuperconducting bu
structurally related Sr2CuO2Cl2 cuprate has been also con
sidered for completeness. The absence of supercondu
transition in this compound is mostly related to the difficu
ties found in doping the parent compound93,94 rather than to
an intrinsic limitation of its electronic structure to develop
high-Tc superconducting phase. The comparison to clus
calculations will indeed show that completing periodic c
culations for the full list of compounds will not bring an
additional conclusion. In the periodic calculations the Blo
functions are also combination of atom-centered Gauss
type orbital basis sets.95,96The Cu atomic basis contains 1s,
4sp, and 2d contracted GTO’s obtained by means of
8/6411/41 contraction of the (20s,12p,5d) primitive Gauss-
ian set.97 The oxygen basis set includes 1s and 3sp con-
tracted GTO’s obtained from a (14s,6p) primitive set and a
8/411 contraction scheme.98 The cutoff threshold parameter
ITOL 1–5 of theCRYSTAL code99 for Coulomb and exchange
integral evaluations have been set to 7, 7, 7, 7, and 14 s
values, respectively. The integration in reciprocal space
been carried out using ak-space grid parameter of 8, yield
ing 65 points in the irreducible first Brillouin zone for th
considered double cells. Here we remark that the antife
magnetic phase, hereafter referred to as AF2, needs a do
cell of the simple ferromagnetic cell which in all cases is t
I4/mmmspace group.

B. Methods involving spin eigenfunctions

This first family of ab initio electronic structure method
can only be applied to a finite model representation of
material. The complete active space configuration interac
~CASCI! method provides the simplest description. It sta
from a spin-restricted Hartree-Fock calculation on the trip
state to obtain a set of molecular orbitals that are used
construct the different Slater determinants used in the
expansion. Next, the open-shell molecular orbitals~which
are g and u combinations of the atomicdx22y2 on each Cu
site! define the complete active space~CAS! and two elec-
trons are distributed in the two active orbitals in all possib
ways. In this overwhelming simple case there are just t
configurations with zero totalz component of the total spin
Sz50. These are precisely the singlet and triplet states de
ing J. Since the CASCI energy is invariant with respect
unitary transformations of the active orbitals, it is easy
show that the transformation

dleft51/&~g1u!, dright51/&~g2u! ~8!
1-5
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is unitary and defines orthogonal localized orbitals on e
site. Therefore the active space contains the Slater dete
nants that can be constructed by having one electron in e
Cu site ~neutral forms! plus those that can be obtained b
allowing simultaneously two electrons in each Cu site~ionic
forms!. This is precisely the equivalent of the Anders
mechanism for superexchange; the singlet may have an
ditional stabilization with respect to the triplet because
ionic forms cannot contribute to the triplet. The CASCI wa
function can be improved in several ways. The first one is
enable the molecular orbitals to be self-consistent for eit
the singlet or triplet states; this gives rise to the compl
active space self-consistent field~CASSCF! wave
function.100 The CASSCF method provides the best atta
able solution for the given active space, but lacks electro
correlation effects external to the CAS that have been sh
to be important in determining bothJ and t.101,85 This con-
clusion is supported by a many studies in different co
pounds including ionic perovskites, spin ladders, spin cha
and HTSC’s.26,37–41,56–68Electronic correlations for excita
tions out of the CAS have been accounted for by
CASPT2 ~Refs. 102–104! and DDCI ~Refs. 105 and 106!
approaches. The CASPT2 method takes the CASSCF
zeroth-order wave function and estimates the remaining
of the ~mainly! dynamical electron correlation effects b
second-order perturbation theory. On the other hand,
DDCI scheme is based on the understanding that on a
expansion many determinants equally contribute to the
relation energy of the two electronic states involved in
energy difference. Therefore, it is possible to select only
determinants that contribute to the energy difference betw
the states and include only those in the CI expansion. F
the list of determinants constructed by single and dou
replacements from the determinants in the reference sp
usually a CAS that represents the Anderson model, a se
tion is made based on arguments from quasidegene
second-order perturbation theory. For a system with two
paired electrons, it has been proved105,106 that in case of a
degenerate reference space only the determinantsuK& that
fulfill the condition

^I uĤuK&^KuĤuJ&
EK2E0

Þ0 , ~9!

with uI& and uJ& two different determinants belonging to th
CAS anduK&¹CAS, contribute to the energy difference
the states involved. It can be easily shown that this condi
selects determinants involving at most two orbitals outs
the CAS. The complete diagonalization of the resulting
matrix is usually referred to as DDCI2. For most real sy
tems the selection condition does not apply strictly and e
if the DDCI2 method gives very reasonable results it syste
atically underestimates the magnitude of the magnetic c
pling constant.40,56–68However, it has been shown recent
that adding some well-defined set of determinants to
wave function gives an important contribution to the ene
difference between the states of interest.40,107 These extra
determinants involve at most three orbitals external to
CAS; the resulting method is labeled DDCI3. Calza
22452
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et al.107 and Cabreroet al.108 have shown that the leadin
effect of adding the extra determinants to the DDCI2 l
arises from the relaxation of the determinants connecte
the ligand to magnetic-center charge-transfer~CT! excita-
tions. These CT excitations are already present in the DD
list, but their contribution remains rather small because
wave function lacks flexibility to account for the large orbit
relaxation effects accompanying CT excitations.109–111 The
inclusion of single excitations with respect to this CT ex
tations at the DDCI3 level lowers the CT excitations in e
ergy and, hence, largely enhances the contribution of th
determinants to the wave function. As a result, the DDC
calculated values of the magnetic coupling constant are
excellent agreement with available experimental data.37,40An
exhaustive comparison of the performance of DDCI a
CASPT2 in predicting the magnetic coupling constant o
wide family of systems has been reported recently.112 The
number of determinants included in the DDCI3 list
308 573 and 204 273 for the singlet and triplet using
ANO basis. For the RECP basis the number of determina
is 335 974 and 222 427, respectively. Therefore, any dif
ence between these two basis is more likely to be due
different description of the orbital shape rather than due
different treatments of electron correlation.

C. Broken-symmetry-based methods

The second families of methods are all based on the b
ken symmetry approach. In the case of using a cluster mo
to represent the material, a single Slater determinant is u
to obtain solutions forSz51 and forSz50; none of them is
a true spin eigenfunction. In part, this is because differ
spatial orbitals are obtained for the spin-up and spin-do
spinorbitals. Quantum chemistry refers to these method
spin unrestricted, whereas solid-state physics defines the
spin polarized. TheSz51 solution is usually a good approx
mation to the triplet state, but the solution withSz50 is a
broken symmetry one with energy midway between the s
glet and triplet states.78,80 The simplest of these methods
the unrestricted Hartree-Fock~UHF! which can be regarded
as an approximation to the CASCI or CASSCF method.65,80

UHF calculations can also be carried out for a periodic s
tem and here the ferro- and antiferromagnetic solutions
those needed to obtain the magnetic coupling constant. In
present work we have carried out periodic UHF calculatio
for La2CuO4, Nd2CuO4, Ca2CuO2Cl2 , and Sr2CuO2F2
HTSC’s and the related compound Sr2CuO2Cl2 . The peri-
odic calculations have been performed by using the supe
approach~double cells of the primitive crystallographic cell!.

To improve the UHF description requires to include ele
tronic correlation effects and this can be accomplished
different ways. In solid-state physics, density function
theory is the commonly used approach although it has a
been used in the study of molecular systems~Ref. 80 and
references therein!. However, one must keep in mind that th
commonly used local density approximation to DFT drama
cally fails to predict the antiferromagnetic ground state
strongly correlated systems such as the HTSC’s.15 Likewise,
the improved version of DFT, termed the generalized gra
1-6
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ent approximation~GGA!, does not completely solve th
LDA failure to describe magnetic systems. It has been s
gested that a straightforward remedy of this deficiency is
use of hybrid functionals. These methods have been s
gested by Becke113 and include a part of Fock exchange
improve the prediction of thermochemical properties. Mar
and Illas have also shown that hybrid functionals largely i
prove the description of magnetic coupling in ionic soli
with localized spins,79 thus providing an alternative to GGA
techniques. Following Martin and Illas, we have used sev
hybrid functionals starting with the semiempirical B3LY
functional,114 which contains;20% of Fock exchange. Th
other hybrid approaches used in the present work follow
strategy of Martin and Illas.79 These approaches mix Foc
and Dirac-Slater exchange functionals with the LDA cor
lation functional. By tuning the parameterd between 0 and
1, we can follow the progression from the pure LDA to pu
HF exchange always maintaining the LDA correlation pa

Exc5~12d!Ex
Slater1dEx

HF1Ecorr
LDA . ~10!

The choice of LDA for the remaining exchange and f
the correlation contribution is that this permits to clearly d
ferentiate the effect of Fock exchange without having to re
to external parameters and to particular forms of
gradient-corrected functionals. Moreover, the effect of
selected correlation functional on the calculated magn
coupling constant is rather small and the same occurs for
DFT part of the exchange contribution.79 Among the severa
possible mixtures we report here results for 35% and 50%
Fock exchange, respectively, and denote these approach
Fock-35 and Fock-50. Notice that the latter is close, but
identical to the half-and-half functional proposed
Becke.113

The CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations have been
ried out using theMOLCAS 4.0 package,115 and CASCI and
DDCI were carried out by means of theCASDI code116,117

coupled either toMOLCAS ~Ref. 118! or to the PSHF-CIPSI

package119 depending on whether the ANO basis or the Ha
Wadt ECP and basis was used. The broken symmetry U
and DFT calculations were performed by means of
GAUSSIAN98 suite of programs.120 Finally, the periodic UHF
calculations have been carried out using theCRYSTAL-98
computer code.99

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we comment the results obtained by
different methods and models for the magnetic coupling c
stant and for the electron charge transfer integral. In orde
facilitate the reading and the comprehension of the la
number of results included in the present paper the whole
of results is discussed in well defined and separated p
First, the comparison of cluster and periodic calculations p
mits to validate the cluster model. Next, the state-of-the
DDCI method is used to predictt andJ values for a larger se
of HTSC’s. In a third subsection we report the results fot
and J which are obtained by means of the DFT metho
Finally, the fourth subsection is devoted to study the relati
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ship between the critical temperature at optimum doping
the J/t ratio.

A. Comparison between cluster and periodic results

The representation of an extended system by means
cluster model does always pose the problem to know
which extent does the model resemble the infinite system
the considered properties. Obviously, this depends v
much on the physical property one is interested in. In
case of magnetic coupling it may be argued that the effec
magnetic coupling parameter is a local two-body operato
that collective effects largely influence it. A fairly larg
amount of work has been devoted to answer this question
comparing periodic to cluster calculations37,67 or by using
cluster models of increasing size.66 From these works it
seems quite clear thatJ is indeed a local property.40 Never-
theless, it is appropriate to further verify the validity of th
hypothesis at least for some of the compounds considere
the present work. Following the strategy of previo
work56–58 we compare the value of the magnetic coupli
constant obtained from cluster and periodic UHF calcu
tions carried out using the basis sets reported in Sec. IV

The results for the magnetic coupling constant
La2CuO4, Nd2CuO4, and Sr2CuO2F2 , Ca2CuO2Cl2 and
Sr2CuO2Cl2 are reported in Table I. It is worth mentionin
that for La2CuO4 the present value is in full agreement wi
the previous work of Suet al.121 as expected from the clos
similarity between both calculations. The analysis of resu
in Table I shows that the influence of the model—periodic
cluster—on the UHF value of the magnetic coupling co
stant is fairly small. The difference between theJ value ob-
tained by the cluster and the periodic model does not exc
2.5 meV or 831025 hartree. This is an energy value whic
is almost within the numerical accuracy of the method a
likely to be due to the use of a different GTO basis set rat
than to a different description of the physical phenomen
due to the use of different material models. Therefore, it c
be safely concluded that, as far asJ is concerned, the em
bedded cluster models used in this work provide an adeq
representation of the HTSC’s under study. However, co
parison to available experiments reveals that the UHF ca
lated values provide only a rough estimate of the measu
value. Unfortunately, the experimentalJ is only known for
three compounds of the list; those are Nd2CuO4, La2CuO4,

TABLE I. Magnetic coupling for selected HTSC’s, as obtain
from periodic and cluster model calculations. Also included is
related compound Sr2CuO2Cl2 for completeness. Positive values o
J correspond to antiferromagnetic coupling.

J ~meV!

Compound Periodic model Cluster Model

Nd2CuO4 33.4 31.8
La2CuO4 36.1 38.3

Sr2CuO2F2 33.7 34.9
Ca2CuO2Cl2 31.7 32.5
Sr2CuO2Cl2 28.5 29.1
1-7
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and Sr2CuO2Cl2 for which different techniques predict 12
66 meV,122 13566 meV,123 and 12566 meV,94 respec-
tively. Clearly, UHF underestimates the magnitude ofJ by a
factor of ;4. Since both models provide equally good re
resentations of the HTSC’s, the difference with respect
experiment must be attributed to electron correlation effe
not included in the Hartree-Fock wave function. This is
full agreement with previous studies, e.g., Refs. 37, 40,
63, and 78.

B. Electronic correlation effects on the magnetic
coupling constant

The UHF calculations do not include dynamical corre
tion effects and, in addition, correspond to wave functio
without a definite multiplicity. The CASCI approach pro
vides an equivalent physical description but using s
eigenfunctions. Clearly, the CASCI values ofJ are also too
small ~Table II! because the external correlation effects
still neglected. Nevertheless, results in Table II permit us
obtain an estimate of the influence of the basis set use
describe the electronic structure of these clusters. Thi
important because the CASCI wave function is very comp
and differences can only be attributed to the atomic basis
and not to a different level of electronic correlation. The tw
different basis sets lead to the same physical description e
at the quantitative level; the largest difference between b
basis sets is 2 meV only. On the average choosing on
another basis set has a;4% effect on the CASCI value ofJ.
The resultingJ values are comparable to, albeit slight
smaller than, their counterparts in Table I; these differen
have a twofold origin. On the one hand, they correspond
different basis set and on the other hand results in Tab
have been obtained by means of a spin-unrestricted me
which unavoidably includes an uncontrolled part of ele
tronic correlation due to the introduction of spin contamin
tion.

Extensive inclusion of external electronic effects by t
different methods described in Secs. IV C and IV D large
improves the CASCI and UHF values, respectively. Ho
ever, we must emphasize that the approach followed in e
case is different. In the CASCI wave function, a part of t
electronic correlation~usually defined as nondynamical co

TABLE II. Magnetic coupling values for the series of HTSC’
as obtained from the CASCI method and two basis sets. Pos
values ofJ correspond to antiferromagnetic coupling.

J ~meV!

Compound ANO RECP

Nd2CuO4 24.5 23.9
La2CuO4 30.7 31.5

Sr2CuO2F2 28.0 27.9
Ca2CuO2Cl2 25.6 26.4
TlBa2CuO5 29.5 30.7
Tl2Ba2CuO6 28.5 30.1
HgBa2CuO4 27.6 25.4
Bi2Sr2CuO6 21.6 19.4
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relation! is explicitly taken into account. The remaining di
ferential electronic correlation effect can be accounted for
adding to the CASCI wave function the determinants t
contribute directly to the energy difference followed by
diagonalization of the corresponding enlarged CI matr
whereas in the second case electronic correlation is estim
by means of some exchange-correlation functional. Ho
ever, in all cases the effect of introducing electronic corre
tion is a large improvement over the values reported
Tables I and II. Overall, DDCI2 and CASPT2 do not bring
enough differential electronic correlation and the correspo
ing values are still too small, but 50%–60% and 75%–80
of the more accurate DDCI3 results reported in Table III. W
must point out that for a large series of compounds includ
several HTSC’s the DDCI3 values obtained using RECP
the corresponding basis appear to be remarkably clos
available experimental data.37,40 Results in Table III show
that except for three compounds—Nd2CuO4, Sr2CuO2F2 ,
and HgBa2CuO4—the values obtained with either basis s
do not differ in more than 5%. However, for the abov
mentioned compounds the deviation is much larger a
reaches 15% for HgBa2CuO4. The reason for this difference
has been assigned to the fact that in these three compo
either there is no apical ligand to the Cu atoms~as in
Nd2CuO4! or it is very far away~as in Sr2CuO2F2 and
HgBa2CuO4!. Since the ANO basis attempts to provid
nearly atomic orbitals and these are an average from neu
singly positive and negative Cu species, it is well possi
that the resulting atomic virtual lack flexibility. In the thre
deviating cases this basis set limitation leads to signific
inaccuracies on the final result ofJ. This interpretation is
supported by the fact that the experimental value ofJ is
known precisely for Nd2CuO4 @J5125 meV~Ref. 122!# and
it is close to the DDCI3 value obtained with the RECP a
the corresponding basis (J5126 meV). The comparison to
experiment is also possible for La2CuO4, although in this
case the two calculated values~149.3 and 144.8 for the ANO
and RECP bases, respectively! are close to the experimenta

ve
TABLE III. Magnetic coupling values for the series of HTSC’

as obtained from the DDCI3 method and two basis sets. Pos
values ofJ correspond to antiferromagnetic coupling. Available e
perimental data are included for comparison.

J ~meV!

Compound ANO RECP Expt.

Nd2CuO4 149.9~131.7a! 126.3 12566b

La2CuO4 149.3~150.2a! 144.8 13566c

Sr2CuO2F2 159.0~151.6a! 139.9
Ca2CuO2Cl2 148.4 138.6
TlBa2CuO5 166.9 155.7
Tl2Ba2CuO6 186.3 182.3
HgBa2CuO4 164.0~144.7a! 136.2
Bi2Sr2CuO6 114.0 108.3

aValues obtained using a more extended basis for Cu and for
bridging oxygen.

bReference 122.
cReference 123.
1-8
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TABLE IV. Magnetic coupling values for the series of HTSC’s, as obtained from different broken s
metry approaches~cf. Sec. IV C!. Positive values ofJ correspond to antiferromagnetic coupling.

J ~meV!

Compound UHF Fock-50 Fock-35 B3LYP LDA

Nd2CuO4 31.8 71.2 141.4 139.1 654.3
La2CuO4 38.3 74.3 134.7 209.8 820.0

Sr2CuO2F2 34.9 77.0 123.3 184.5
Ca2CuO2Cl2 32.5 76.7 127.7 190.6 702.3
TlBa2CuO5 42.0 88.9 138.2 195.1 895.6
Tl2Ba2CuO6 35.9 85.9 137.1 219.3 760.7
HgBa2CuO4 35.4 70.3 103.8 188.4
Bi2Sr2CuO6 38.3 69.7 112.1 309.3
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value of 13566 meV.123 An alternative verification of the
interpretation given above is provided by additional calcu
tions with the ANO basis set using more extended sets s
as @6s,5p,4d# for Cu and@5s,4p,2d# for the bridging oxy-
gen or even larger sets. The calculated DDCI3 results
these three discordant compounds become 131.7, 151.6
144.7 meV, respectively. These refined values now nic
follow the trend observed for the remaining compounds. I
worth pointing out that enlarging the basis set does not p
tically affect the calculated CASCI values, thus indicati
that the different description between the two basis re
mostly in the virtual space. To further confirm this une
pected basis set effect calculations have been also carrie
for La2CuO4 with this ANO extended basis set. The resulti
magnetic coupling constant is almost the same obtained
the more contracted set. These calculations show that the
of ANO basis sets in this context needs to be handled w
special care. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out the di
culty to compute this elusive property. Hence deviations o
few meV are not surprising, although being able to reac
more quantitative description is also rewarding.

Next we turn our attention to the results that are obtain
by means of the broken symmetry approach carried ou
different levels of theory. In Table IV we report a comple
list of values obtained by means of the UHF, Fock-50, Fo
35, and B3LYP methods. The first obvious point concerns
close similarity between the UHF and CASCI values. This
not surprising and follows from the fact that UHF natur
orbitals are a good approximation to those obtained from
CASCI ~or CASSCF! wave function.124 From a more physi-
cal point of view the orbitals involved in the nondynamic
correlation contribution to the magnetic coupling const
are precisely theg and u combinations of the Cu(dx22y2)
orbitals and consequently exhibit fractional occupation nu
bers in either the CASCI or the unrestricted natural orbita
The discussion concerning the DDCI3 has already mad
clear that the difference between UHF~or CASCI! calculated
J values and experiment lies in the electronic correlation
fects. Introducing electronic correlation by means of a d
sity functional approach largely improves the results but
calculated values are strongly dependent on the choice o
exchange-correlation functionalExc . The dependence is s
big that the LDA values are wrong by almost one order
22452
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magnitude. Martin and Illas79 have shown that the use o
gradient corrected functional does not improve the resu
Chevreauet al.125 analyzed the charge density obtained fro
different methods and related the failure of the LDA a
GGA to their excessive delocalization of charge density n
the nuclei. This incorrect behavior is remedied, in part,
the use of hybrid functionals. However, Table IV shows th
the widely used B3LYP methods largely overestimates
magnitude of the coupling constant. Following previo
work79 we have studied the dependence of the DF value
J with respect to the amount of Fock exchange included
the Exc functional. The results in Table IV suggest th
Fock-35 is a reasonable choice. However, the calculated
ues deviate considerably from the DDCI3 values with diffe
ences ranging from225 to 112%. Clearly, the choice o
Fock-35 appears to be rather empirical, the amount of F
exchange to be included depending either on the existenc
experimental or of accurate calculated values. This fact
credits the use of DF techniques, especially of the LDA,
predict the magnetic coupling constants of HTSC’s.

C. Hopping integral

The first problem encountered when computing the h
ping integralt is the difficulty to evaluate the accuracy of
given result. This is because this quantity cannot be dire
obtained from experiment. Therefore, the error bars mus
acquired by comparing methods of increasing accuracy
exploring the effect of the parameters entering into a giv
method. The discussion about the magnetic coupling c
stants have made it clear that DDCI3 is the best availa
method and that the influence of the basis set does not
ceed 5%. It is reasonable to assume that DDCI3 will perfo
equally good on the prediction oft. Table V reports the
DDCI3 values oft obtained by using the RECP and AN
basis sets. In general, the values predicted by the two b
sets are of the same order of magnitude. However, th
obtained by the ANO basis set are consistently larger t
those obtained by the RECP basis by 10%–15%. The imp
sibility to compare to experiment does not permit us to fi
out about the accuracy of these results, and the differe
between calculated values has to be taken as error bars
ing from the use of a finite basis set.
1-9
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The calculated results of the hopping integral do a
present a significant dependence on the computati
method. However, this is much less than the one obse
for the magnetic coupling constant. The results in the pre
ous subsection clearly show that accounting for dynam
correlation effects leads to values ofJ which are larger than
the UHF or CASCI one almost by a factor of 5. In the case
the hopping integral the situation is less dramatic. In fa
UHF already provides a reasonable estimate of the hop
integral: the UHF values are too large compared to th
predicted by the more accurate DDCI3 method, but by a 5
only. On the other extreme, the LDA predicts values wh
appear to be too small when compared by DDCI3 and a
by almost 50%. The different hybrid functionals provide r
sults that are midway between UHF and LDA. In particul
Fock-35 seems to perform remarkably well~see Table VI!.

The fact that the hopping integral is less sensitive than
magnetic coupling constant with the level of electronic c
relation treatment has several important consequences.
clear that thet-J Hamiltonian parameters derived from th
LDA or GGA are unbalanced because the correspondint
has the right order of magnitude, whereasJ is wrong by a
much larger factor. In a limiting situation one may argue th
t is not dramatically changing from compound to compou
and that it is almost constant. This is justified from the fa
that t is an effective one-electron property and conseque

TABLE V. Hopping integralt values for the series of HTSC’s
as obtained from the DDCI3 method and two basis sets.

t ~meV!

Compound ANO RECP

Nd2CuO4 598 524
La2CuO4 623 549

Sr2CuO2F2 617 562
Ca2CuO2Cl2 623 573
TlBa2CuO5 631 568
Tl2Ba2CuO6 624 532
HgBa2CuO4 560 513
Bi2Sr2CuO6 524 497

TABLE VI. Hopping integralt values for the series of HTSC’s
as obtained from different broken symmetry approaches~cf. Sec.
IV C!. For the Bi2Sr2CuO6 compound the absence of an inversi
center of symmetry does not allow the DFT calculation oft; cf. Eq.
~7!.

t ~meV!

Compound UHF Fock-50 Fock-35 B3LYP LDA

Nd2CuO4 763 486 565 448 481
La2CuO4 790 567 609 526 416

Sr2CuO2F2 781 406 622 618 452
Ca2CuO2Cl2 956 584 610 529 477
TlBa2CuO5 801 336 479 445 416
Tl2Ba2CuO6 764 676 659 571 481
HgBa2CuO4 756 499 565 496 452
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less sensitive to electronic correlation effects. From seco
order perturbation theory arguments on the effective o
band Hubbard Hamiltonian it follows thatJ;4t2/U, where
U in the on-site two-electron repulsion Hubbard parame
Therefore, accepting thatt does not strongly vary from com
pound to compound one understands the enormous effe
electron correlation on the magnetic coupling constant. I
directly related to the fact thatU is a two-electron effective
parameter and hence enormously sensitive to the leve
electron correlation treatment.

VI. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE AND CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

Following recent work41 we consider possible relation
ships between the critical temperatureTc and the electronic
structure parameters of thet-J Hamiltonian. To this end we
have explored the correlation betweenTc and thet and J
parameters. In particular,Tc has been represented against t
J/t ratio obtained at the different levels of theory discuss
in the present work. However, a clear relationship does o
appear when using thet andJ DDCI3 values and either with
the RECP or ANO basis set~Fig. 2!. However, for the
DDCI3 values the critical temperature of these oxides f
lows a quasilinear dependence onJ/t. In addition, this rela-
tionship holds within the computational incertitude fort and
J discussed above and the experimental error forTc . Al-
though the linear trend in Fig. 2 should be taken merely as
observation, it permits us to rationalize the variation ofTc
along a representative series of superconducting oxide
terms of a simplet-J Hamiltonian. We have to point out tha
in spite of the existence of this linear relationship differe
authors have demonstrated that terms not included in thet-J
Hamiltonian can be relevant.26,126The effect of the additiona
terms in extendedt-J models has been studied at length
Martins et al.,27–29 especially in the context of stripe forma
tion. The linear plots in Fig. 2 strongly suggests that the
terms do not seem to exhibit a strong control on the criti
temperature of the material. In addition, White and Scalap
have also reported stripe formation within the standardt-J
model.127 From a linear fit it turns out that

Tc
max ~K!5969.1J/t2197.7, ~11a!

Tc
max ~K!5674.0J/t2134.9, ~11b!

with R250.922 andR250.956 for the ANO and RECP basi
sets, respectively. In these regressions we excluded the
compound since it shows the largest deviation with respec
the whole set of results. As shown in Refs. 128 and 129,
uncertainty in Tc

max for HgBa2CuO4, but also for
Sr2CuO2F2 ,130 is larger than for the other compounds co
sidered in this study.

The existence of this correlation permits to make a re
able and straightforward prediction about the critical te
perature of any hypothetical new monolayered supercond
ing cuprate fromab initio microscopic parameters. In thi
sense, the absence of a superconducting transition
Sr2CuO2Cl2 is related to the limitations in doping the pur
compound since the present embedded cluster calcula
1-10
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FIG. 2. Relation between the critical temper
ture at optimum doping,Tc

max, and J/t derived
from ab initio embedded cluster model calcula
tions for a series of high-Tc superconductors with
almost noninteracting Cu-O planes in their crys
structure.d stands for results obtained with th
RECP basis set, whereasj denotes results ob
tained by means of the ANO basis!.
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predict that this cuprate could be a HTSC. The predic
values for this compound correspond toJ5120 meV andt
5510 meV, giving rise toJ/t50.234, which corresponds t
an approximateTc of 27 K. Moreover, this correlation pre
dicts that, independently of the basis set,J/t;0.20 is a lower
limit for the existence of high-Tc superconductivity. A limit-
ing value of J/t was also predicted from the finite lattic
Green’s Function Monte Carlo calculations of Boninseg
and Manousakis.35 This conclusion is fully supported by th
presentab initio calculations which indeed provide accura
values and error bars for thet andJ parameters of the differ
ent monolayered HTSC’s. The accuracy of the present se
parameters permits to suggest thatJ/t;0.20 is a more real-
istic lower limit value. In addition, we show that the highe
Tc

max is attained forJ/t50.34 and indicates that theJ/t
50.35 ratio often used in model calculations is probably
high.127 Notice that theJ and t parameters defining thet-J
Hamiltonian are assumed to be independent ofp, the amount
of doping in holes per CuO2 unit. Therefore, the above
reported correlation applies for different levels of dopi
sinceTc5Tc

maxf(p2poptimum); it only affects the parameter
defining the straight line in Fig. 1, but maintainsTc50 at
J/t;0.20.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic coupling constant of selected cuprate su
conductor parent compounds has been determined by m
of embedded cluster model and periodic calculations car
out at the unrestricted Hartree-Fock level of theory. The go
agreement between both approaches permits us to firmly
tablish the validity of the embedded cluster model appro
which in turn permits us to use sophisticated configurati
interaction-based methods to obtain accurate values of
quantity that require extensive incorporation of electro
correlation effects. In addition, the cluster model approa
provides a simple way to incorporate doping and hence
obtain accurate values of the hopping integral. A system
study is also presented about the influence of atomic b
sets on the calculatedt andJ values and of the performanc
of various configuration interaction and density function
techniques.

The present study shows a different behavior oft and J
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with respect to the level of electron correlation introduced
the calculation. It has been shown thatt is almost equally
described by all methods introducing explicitly or implicitl
dynamical correlation effects including perhaps the LD
This behavior is related to the one-electron character of
effective parameter. However, the final value of the magn
coupling constant appears to be extremely sensitive to
level of theory. The close similarity between the DDCI3 va
ues and available experimental data for a limited numbe
compounds provides additional support to the present in
pretation.

The accurate determination of thet and J parameters of
the t-J Hamiltonian by means of state-of-the-artab initio
techniques has two important outcomes. First, it sugg
that the appearance of high-Tc superconductivity in existing
monolayered cuprates occurs withinJ/t in the 0.20–0.35 in-
terval. This regime is in consonance with the assumption
many authors that have intensively used thet-J Hamiltonian
to study the properties and phase diagram of
HTSC’s.8,27–29,33,35,36The lower value is predicted to be
critical lower limit for the existence of superconductivit
and it is not far from previous estimates using complet
different approaches.35 Second, a simple and accurate re
tionship between the critical temperatures and these par
eters is found. However, it is very important to realize th
this quantitative electronic structure versusTc relationship is
only apparent when bothJ and t are obtained at the mos
accurate DDCI3 level of theory.

It is hoped that the relationship betweenTc and J/t will
be useful to assist the synthesis of new cuprates with e
higher values of the critical temperature. The presentab ini-
tio values for t and J strongly suggest that the physic
mechanisms responsible for high-Tc superconductivity in cu-
prates are implicitly accounted for in thet-J model Hamil-
tonian with an interplay of exchange- and screenin
mediated interactions in the pairing mechanisms.
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